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WITH DELICACY
WE DESIGN

Bo renovation

Bo Renovation company assists you in your 
interior architect and construction project 
with a real focus on customer satisfaction. 
We provide professional services and qual-
ity workmanship which includes: 

 Consultation
 Design
 Plan
 Renovation

Since being established in 2014, Bo Reno-
vation has been known for an unparalleled 
commitment to customer satisfaction. Our 
European standard work will improve your 
well-being and increase the value of your 
property.



OUR SERVICES

PLAN
  technical drawing
  perspective plan

DECORATION
  lighting
  furniture

RENOVATION
  electricity
  plumbing
  air-conditioning
  walls & ceiling
  general masonry
  tiles
  painting
  parquet
  cabinet
  windows

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
COMMUNICATION

SERVICES

QUALITY

We believe that communication is the key of successful project. Communi-
cating closely with our clients to ensure that at each step through the 
process there is a clarity that carries through from concept to completion.

We focus on the materials, finish quality and we are uncompromising in 
the standards we set ourselves and it shows in the results we can achieve 
for our clients.

Our team is attentive to all your needs and we can fulfill all your require-
ments from the first construction drawing to the last decoration stage.
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PROJECT TYPE
residential condominium 

SCOPE OF WORK 
interior & decoration

LOCATION 
57 Soi Ngamduphli Sathorn

BAAN
SATHORN

Located just off Sathorn road, this 250 sqm 2 story
condominium came with a family whose desire it
was to create a warm, welcoming, and ultimately
open home, taking full advantage of the near 180
degrees of available views and the bountiful natural
light that came with it.



Starting in the living room /
dining room all the natural
wood flooring was replaced
with new teak wood flooring,
kept in it natural colour to
fully display the characteristic
that make teak wood such a
desirable material.
 
Large bay windows that run
the full length of the 1st floor
allow for specular views of
the city while at the same time
letting in ample amounts of
natural light that help create
warm relaxed area where the
family and their guests can
greet and dine.

DINING
AREA



LIVING
AREA
Moving into the living room
/ breakfast bar we continue
to use the natural light as
the primary light source
during the day but have also
included a recessed down
lighting that will, when the
sun goes down, create a soft
glowing effect that can either
be used in tandem with the
downlights to really brighten
the room or as mood lighting.



The breakfast bar is designed to be both modern, using a black steel foot rest, and traditional, with the
solid wood bar top inadvertently tying the room together with themore modern style kitchen designed
to prepare and feed a family of 4.

BREAKFAST
BAR



Stair: Going up the stairs, in keeping with the idea of creating an open space,
we forego the need of a guard rail and instead use a solid teak wood balustrade attached to

the wall with hidden LED lighting that serves not only as an aesthetic feature
but also as a guide light when going up and down the stairs at night.

READING
SPACE

On the second floor, our client requested that we create a small space to read and relax where
they could also enjoy the view. Thankfully the 2nd floor also came with windows running near the
full length of the condo so we were able to do just that and deliver the perfect space to unwind.



Here in the bedroom,
rather than create the more
conventional square recessed
ceiling we thought it would be
better to maximize how we
used the space so rather than
wasting any thing we created
a recess with hidden lighting
that followed the shape of the
room giving a rather unique
feature that provides ample
lighting later in the evenings.

BEDROOMS



Bright was the key word when it came to the bathrooms and we delivered.
Using white tiles and large mirrored cabinets we were able to amplify the amount of

light provided through the windows and create a very bright space that looks
and feel fresh clean and spacious. BATHROOMS



Keeping things simple as we move out onto the balcony where we used
a silver “teak” tile, for longevity in the Bangkok weather, that gives the
impression that the “wood” out on the balcony has been aged by the sun.

The use of plants gives the family the privacy they desired creating a
small oasis away from the hustle and bustle of the surrounding city.

BALCONY



PROJECT TYPE
Commercial

SCOPE OF WORK 
facde & interior

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 35

EL
MERCADO

Located on Sukhumvit soi 35, El Mercado Calle 35,
is a prime example of what can be created with a little
imagination, patience, and creativity.

With 60 sqm and a second-floor mezzanine our client
asked us to create a new shop that included a bar,
dining space, cheese and delicatessen area, wash room,
and an upstairs seating area for guest looking for a little
privacy to join with our client’s existing shop next door. 



The overall design of the shop took its cue from the colours and patterns
found in traditional Moroccan cafes where earthy tones and intricate patterns

are combined with an open floor plan to create an exotic, spacious atmosphere. 



The bar uses intricate tiles and
solid pieces of Acacia wood,
polish to a brilliant sheen to
show the natural patterns and
tones, creates a focal point for
the now joint shops and is the
starting point from where the
overall design flows outward.

Coupled then with the use of an
industrial polished concrete floor
and we successfully combine
modern industrial styling with
natural materials such as the
woods and the more traditional
colour palette drawn from our
clients’ vision.  

-

BAR &
DINING
AREA



Moving upstairs we continue with our current theme and incorporate
both the polished concrete and Moroccan style tiling up the stairs to
the mezzanine floor. Here a more subdued use of Pine creates a lighter
and brighter atmosphere that is both private yet connected to the downstairs
by a floor to ceiling glass wall allowing patrons to enjoy the natural light
coming from the shop front.

MEZZANINE



FRONT
STORE

With the wealth of design and pattern inside
the shop its easy to imagine that the outside
would be the same.

Our client however had other ideas, and
rather than create a front in keeping with the
interior we designed and built a façade that
was subdued and modest, painted a modern
grey to fit in with the surrounding city scape.

The natural ceiling hung lamps with a hint
of colour from the tiles on the step are the
only indications of what may be awaiting
inside.



PROJECT TYPE
office

SCOPE OF WORK 
renovation

LOCATION 
ideo Q Samyan

SAM YARN
OFFICE

Most offices are duplicates of generic design where
functionality outweighs design as companies attempt to
increase efficiency and reduce any kind of wasted space. 

Here our client thought otherwise and requested a space
designed to be comfortable, modern, and functional for
his new and emerging enterprise. 



ENTRY
RECEPTION



Starting with the entry way, we see antiquated wood paneling on the floor lined with
brushed aluminum trim set into a polished concrete floor that serve both aesthetically
and as a guide into the office past the loft painted work spaces on either side.

Using red brick tiling and steel accents we succeeded in creating what our client
affectional refers to as a New York loft wall, reminiscent to the loft apartments in the
USA converted from old warehouses and factories built from red brick and black steel. 
Stainless steel corner protection along the loft painted walls adds a little bit of chrome
to the mix, framing each work space while protecting the painted corners from damage.



HALLWAY /
LIGHTING
Our modern style lighting was designed to
provide ambient light over the work spaces
rather than direct lighting so not to interfere
with computer screens as people went about
their daily tasks.



MEETING
ROOM



The meeting room incorporates custom built sound dampening panels to reduce
the amount of noise transferred from conferences, meeting, or project reviews that

would otherwise disturb the rest of the office. 



RECREATION AREA

Finally, our informal meeting / dining area make use of a double function
pool table making it the perfect setting for a lunch meeting utilizing the large wall

mounted TV and when the occasion calls for it, as a recreational area for
both guests and employees needing a break.



PARK 24
PROJECT TYPE
condominium

SCOPE OF WORK 
renovation & decoration

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 24

-

Located on Sukhumvit soi 24, We redesigned this
60 sqm standard condo into a beautiful home with
a luxury condo look.

From the entry to the bedroom, we turned the once
boring and cold space into an inviting home with our blend
of contemporary designs, materials, and colors. The client
was also super happy that we maximized his space, and
its home now looks bigger, bolder, and more glamorous. 



BEDROOMS

A serene bedroom with a blend of vintage and contemporary design
that creates the perfect environment to unwind and rest after a long stressful day.

We use bright color beddings to make the space vibrant and alive
while using rugs and pillows with muted color to add the necessary contrast.

The mirror placed above the bed reflects the room's beauty and
adds a romantic touch to the stunning space.



Transforming a small bathroom into a classic and functional space is always not an easy task. However, we turned this once boring bathroom into a stunning luxury by blending
beautiful colors with stylish designs. We used big tiles and led steps along the wall to raise the ceiling and make the bathroom appear bigger.  Then, we installed a white sink on
a black countertop to make a bold statement and gave more glamour to the already exciting design using black floor tiles and a functional mirror with a black base.

BATHROOM



We transformed this room into a multifunctional
space that can be used as a guest bedroom or
an office. We integrated a classic wall cabinet
into the room to keep things organized and
make the space look great. The texture and
colors on the wall were carefully selected to give
guests a cozy feeling while also providing the
positivity needed in a workspace.

OFFICE /
GUESTROOM



Our objective for this project is to provide a unique, modern, and elegant interior
that reflects our client's lifestyle. To achieve this, we use a mix of contemporary materials,

can and pendants lights, complementary colors (grey, yellow, brown), artworks, and finishes to
transform the space into an awe-inspiring living room. We also incorporated a functional and

decorative mirror to elevate the aesthetic appeal of the space. LIVING ROOM
& KITCHEN

We gave our client an open floor design that provides a great view of his indoor and outdoor space. The color of
the countertops and cabinets used in the kitchen was selected to accentuate the living room's beauty. From the onset,
our goal was to create a stunning, smart, and functional home, and we achieved it with this excellent design. 



Our client wanted an eye-catchy entry
so we delivered this conversation-starter.
We installed a cabinet and integrated 
led lights in it to welcome guests.

We use two muted color hanging lights
to add contrast to the white cabinet.
This design creates the perfect ambiance
and will help our client welcome his
guests home with style.

ENTRY



PROJECT TYPE
condominium

SCOPE OF WORK 
full renovation

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 4

CRYSTAL
GARDEN

A 440 sqm Duplex located on Sukhumvit Soi 4. Our 
customer asked us to think about a new layout for the 
unit.

The idea was to make on the second floor a living space 
area for family and friends. We designed a layout with an 
open kitchen on the dining area, a living room with a 50 
sqm terrace and 3 guest bedrooms with ensuite 
bathrooms. 

On the first floor, the idea was to make a private area 
with the master bedroom and bathroom, a walk-in closet 
and a working room. 



With extremely wide bangkok view we 
can get from this terrace, we designed 
this space to become a exterior living 
area which is connected to become an 
exterior living area connected to the 
living room. With this new layout, our 
customer can enjoy and use 100% of the 
space.

BANGKOK
PERSPECTIVE



We designed the terrace under the concept 
“Secret Garden” where they can use many 
functions in same space such as: party area, 
living area or dining area.

We used a luxury rustic wood composite for 
the decking: the charm of old wood with 
unique pattern. TERRACE

DESIGN



LIVING
SPACE



LIVING
SPACE

Bo Studio company assists you in your interior architect and construction project 
with a real focus on customer satisfaction. We provide professional services and 
quality workmanship which includes: 

In this interior lving area we have 
designed a space as an exterior terrace. 
We have chosen furniture which can be 
used inside and outside. As regards 
renovation we have removed all the 
windows to installed a new skylight for 
more natural light.



KITCHEN 
WITH
PANTRY DESIGN



The kitchen equipped with an island is also in the living area but we have used different wood 
texture to seperate it from the other area we have paid attention to lighting to make overall 
design harmonious.



3 Bedrooms have been designed 
under the crystal concept following 
our customer’s requirements, our 
customer was given the possibility to 
choose material, color, fabrics and 
furniture to create the warmest 
atmosphere. 

BEDROOM





MASTER
BEDROOM



Following Crystal Clear con-
ceptual design, we have used 
glass to look like cyrstal. It 
makes this bathroom look 
wider and brighter. We have 
chosen this tile to ensure safety 
and easy cleanliness.

BATHROOM



Concrete 
Texture 
Tiles



LAS COLINAS
PROJECT TYPE
condominium

SCOPE OF WORK 
full renovation

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 21

Home is the place where we should be ourselves and 
feel comfortable to relax and have some good moment 
with our family.

“Cozy Casual” is the main wish of our customer. It 
challenges us to design and guides our plan to create 
this 100 sqm becomes a warm amd cozy space.

A warm atmosphere with a selection of light colors, a 
refined decoration and design furniture fot this 2 
bedrooms-3 bathrooms.



LIVING
SPACE



We designed color tone and chose material under 
the concept “Warm and Cozy” to make this project 

looks comfortable with welcoming mood.

WARM
AND

COZY



KITCHEN 
WITH
PANTRY DESIGN

We have designed this kitchen to 
become the space where every-
body would appreciate to live 
together. Warm lighting, wood 
laminate specification, aesthetic 
design. Along with high quality 
fabric make this space warm and 
pleasant.



BEDROOM
In this project we have been in charge of renovation and decorating two bedrooms. We did 
spent time with our customer discussing his requirement to provide the best realisation and 
make this dream come true.



“Small bedroom can have a big impact with the right design. Whether you opt 
for illusion of more squre footage or embrace what you have, there are endless 

ways to make a small space livable and chic.”
Elle Decor



The design of bathroom, we attended about material and color shade very much. 
We used ground and pebble stone mood for representing our concept along with 

natural wood texture cabinet.  



LUNA 
LOUNGE

PROJECT TYPE
lounge bar

SCOPE OF WORK 
structure maintenance/renovation

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 22

Under civilized artficial lights of Bangkok City, it would be 
hard to see stars on the sky. Luna Lounge use this idea to 
create a bar where people in this city can visit and have 
their moment under the full-moon light simulation.

Luna Lounge is located on Sukhumvit 22 alley. We 
renovated all of space inisde this place from the floor to 
the ceiling which is include old building structure mainte-
nance. We helped our customer for ceiling installation 
and made new electrical/lighting system to shine this 
installation art.



UNDER THE
MOONLIGHT



OUTSIDE
LOUNGE

As with the former venue, you will enter Luna Lounge by following a set of narrow stairs 
onto a terrace. We changed the outside to black color for turning user ‘s perception be 
ready to have a good night under the moonlight.



The ceiling’s an undulating mass of textured paper lit up from 
within, making it look like you’re dancing under cloud cover on a 
full-moon night.



Luna Lounge has tranformed the space into a small yet elegant evening 
destination marked by gleaming lights, colorful upholstered counches 
and suede drapes. To add to the trippy nightclub vibe, drawings of full 

moons have been attached to the walls.



ELITE FIGHT
CLUB

PROJECT TYPE
fitness center

SCOPE OF WORK 
full renovation/design

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 30/1

For this fitness and training center between Thong Lor and 
PromPhong, the new owner asked us to create a more 
active space which would look more modern.

Apart from the brand new equipments, we simply remod-
eled this fitness area with an industrial style and changed 
the layout plan for crossfit area.

In facility areas, we installed a new grey wood decking 
around swimming pool which perfectly matches the 
beautiful tropical garden. 



BOXING
AREA
Elite Fight Club is a network of gyms and muay 
thai training facilities operating as a subsidiary 
under the Elite Boxing umbrella. The headquar-
ters of the subsidiary is based in Thailand at the 
Elite Fight Club Gym in Bangkok, while the 
company continues its global expansion by 
setting up franchises in strategically important 
markets that currently include Germany, Aus-
tralia and Bulgaria.

We used “Hot & Cold” concept to symbolise 
moods and activities in one place, the red color 
has been used for designing the training area 
whereas cold colors have been chosen for the 
relaxing area.

We used rubber tile on floor finishing to support Muay Thai activity and play with 
color of space and lighting to make this space being more active.



offer.

MUAY
THAI

Muay Thai is referred to as “The Art of 
Eight Limbs”; and using eight points of 
contact the body mimics weapons of war. 
The hands become the sword and 
dagger; the shins and forearms were 
hardened in training to act as armor 
against blows, and the elbow to fell 
opponents like a heavy mace or 
hammer; the legs and knees became the 
axe and staff. The body operated as one 
unit. The knees and elbows constantly 
searching and testing for an opening 
while grappling and trying to spin an 

enemy to the ground for the kill.

We studied and did some research requirement before the project started. It 
helps us to find the best design matching our customer’s needs.



In the fitness area, we advised our customers about the machines fitting our 
design concept best. We also used bright warm lights to make this space the 
most suitable for training.



Relaxing area is another part of this project 
which is for supporting user after having hard 
training. We used contrast color tone from train-

ing area to cool down user.

RELAXING
AREA



COOL
DOWN

The pool, the bar and the spa have been designed with natural material to 
become the most relaxing areas and the red color has been kept to remember the 

signature of this training center.



LIBERTY
PARK II

PROJECT TYPE
condominium

SCOPE OF WORK 
renovation/lighting

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 11

“Bangkok Metropolis” is the destination where people 
from all around the world come to enjoy and have a 
southeast asian cultural experience. With bright colors 
and tropical weather, it’s easy for this city to attract 
people who visit for the first time.

Open space is our keyword: we want the outside environ-
ment become a part of the inside space. We have respect-
ed our client’s whishes to make an area where they can 
enjoy the city view and have an activities with their 
family/friends. By covering the terrace area so as to turn 
it into a semi-exterior living room with automatic system 
controlled by high technology.



ELEMENT
OF LIFE

We used the element of life and gimmic of Southeast Asia to be our main 
inspiration of this design project.  With a merges between golden/rustic materi-

al which refer to southeast asia tropical style and modern style.



We designed terrace area become bigger for serving our customer’s request and 
following the idea of tropical style that always let outside environment be a part 

of inside space.



JACUZZI

Every area in this project especaily jacuzzi are designed as an open space.to 
help our users be able to connect to each other while stay in diferrent area in 

this room.



POWER
OF

UNIVERSE



CASA 
VIVA

PROJECT TYPE
condominium

SCOPE OF WORK 
renovation

LOCATION 
ekkamai 12

Casa Viva was a challenging project for us to face as 
regards a new era of design. Our customer who loves 
vintage and old stuff guided us to design this project 
which is a time machine world. 

We have chosen the iconic artist “De Stijl” for allowing 
our customer to remember the old days.



LIVING
SPACE

We kept our customer’s old furniture which are their collectible but played with 
primary colors on them along with black line design to makes overall remind 

De Stijl iconic style and bring out a nostalgic emotions.



DE STIJL
KITCHEN



PROJECT TYPE
landscape

SCOPE OF WORK 
renovation/lighting

LOCATION 
sukhumvit soi 39

REGENT ON
THE PARK III

A Duplex with large 100 sqm garden located on Sukhum-
vit 33 alley. With this garden remodeling project, our 
client wanted to increase the value of this unit under the 
idea of “How can we create our private world amongst 
Bangkok city where is one of the most disorder city in the 
world?”

We designed new landspacing layout plan and designed 
along with lighting system installation to make the old 
terrace get more stylish and be able to serve our customer 
outdoor activity.



BANGKOK
OASIS

Around in Bangkok city where full of disorder situations, our customer 
asked us to make an Oasis where they can take a rest after facing many 

things all day.



Changing the plant pot color to white helps overall landscape looks 
more modern and pop-up a green color shade from tree in this area

This landscaping design has been trans-
formed for our customer in a warm place 
where his family can enjoy activities all 
together before coming back to real life.

We have renovated the old terrace with new 
painting and lighting equipment
; we have also given our customer some 
advice about trees, plants and landscaping.

PRIVATE
GARDEN



FURNITURE
DESIGN

PROJECT TYPE
furniture design

SCOPE OF WORK 
built-in furniture/loose furniture

LOCATION 
N/A

Furniture design is one of the most important part of 
home decoration. We have had a long term experience in 
ergonomics, material and specific needs. 

Thanks to our experience, we can make sure that every 
furniture we’ve designed will perfectly fit our user’s 
needs.



BUILT-IN
DESIGN

We design built-in furniture following our customer requirement. We attend every 
details and process of making one cabinet. We love to let our customer share 

their idea , so they will be able to choose color or style they want.



There are many materials and process to make a customized furniture. We will 
help our customer to find the best decision through 3D modeling.

ELEGANT
DECOR



Our design team will take care and always update the project, so our customer 
would be able to follow up and see all of process from start to the end.

3DIMENSIONAL
PERSPECTIVE
We provide a drawing and make 3D perspective 
of every furniture to help our customer see how 
their cabinet is going to look like. 



CONTACT
52 Panit-Anan alley (Pridibhanomyong 42 Sub 2)
Sukhumvit 71 road, Klongton Nua, Wattana,
Bangkok, 10110

Telephone 
(66)2 045 2306

E-MAIL
info@bo-renovation-bkk.com

PIERRE LINO
T - (66)92 047 9401
M - pierre@bo-renovation-bkk.com

Bo renovation

www.bo-renovation-bangkok.com facebook.com/bo-renovation bo.studio.bkk



WE DESIGN WITH DELICACY


